The memory cell is erased by tunnel injection from the whole channel region. In a program operation, electrons are ejected frorn the floating gate to the drain. Fig.2 Fig.3 . Therefore, Vcg as high as AVth can be applied to the control gate without increasing the sourcedrain current. In addition, since the subthreshold swing S is reduced when the back gate bias is applied, the higher Vcg than AVth can be be applied to the control gate.
l.Introduction
Recently high density flash memory has been expected to replace the external mass storage device market d computers. For this application, fast random access, low power consumption, and small erase unit size are required.
To realize a small erase unit, it is necessary to improve the disturb characteristics. Several 
3.The program/erase characteristics
The memory cell is erased by tunnel injection from the whole channel region. In a program operation, electrons are ejected frorn the floating gate to the drain. Fig.2 Fig.3 . Therefore, Vcg as high as AVth can be applied to the control gate without increasing the sourcedrain current. In addition, since the subthreshold swing S is reduced when the back gate bias is applied, the higher Vcg than AVth can be be applied to the control gate.
To clarify whole effect of the subsffate bias, the source-drain current of a cell was measured as a function of the substrate bias. The result is shown in Fig.4 
